
 

Architectural marvels in wood! 
Material and technical assistance by Canadian Wood.

The aesthetic appeal and proven effectiveness of wood as a building material has endeared itself to
architects, builders and end consumers worldwide. Increasingly, developers and the hospitality
industry in India are looking at projects in wood specifically in the country homes, farmhouses and
resorts segments. There has also been a rising emphasis on the use of wood in interiors,
doors/windows and furniture.

Exactly why, Canadian Wood has been directing its efforts towards sharing best practices by
organizing seminars and training workshops for its stakeholders, both in structural and reman
applications. All this with a specific focus on developing local skills and expertise to execute world-
class products/projects that makes them commercially viable.

Here is a quick view into all the demo projects showcasing structural and reman applications in
wooden homes and resorts using a variety of Canadian wood species, best suited to the
application.

The structures depicted in the pictures have been made using different building techniques like
Wood Frame, Tongue & Groove, Post & Beam (including Glulam) and even Hybrid (wood in tandem
with local stone or bricks) as per needs, budgets and weather conditions.

 

CERTIFIED LUMBER SOURCED FROM BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA – WORLD LEADER IN SUSTAINABLE FOREST MANAGEMENT.

Growing stockists 
network.
Canadian wood is 100% certified and sourced
from sustainably managed forests. It is available
pan India through a network of 41 stockists
across 23 cities. We are further expanding our
reach and working towards making our species
easily accessible to our clients.

READY-TO-USE, SIZED,GRADED
AND SEASONED LUMBER.

Benefits of 
Canadian Wood species.
Canadian Wood promotes five distinct species
in India, namely, spruce-pine-fir (S-P-F),
western hemlock, Douglas-fir, yellow cedar
and western red cedar. All these species are
well-known for their easy workability, excellent
staining, good screw holding and gluing
properties. Besides, they also have a very
good strength-to-weight ratio. The two cedar
species are naturally durable (can withstand
varying climatic conditions) and resistant to
decay.

The pictures on the left refer to highly creative
use of western hemlock in hand-painted chic
furniture.It is also used by manufacturing hubs
in northern India to make and export world-
class products to leading furniture brands in
North America, Europe and ANZ.

 

Canadian Wood – not just wood, a lot more! 
Our species are promoted through educational seminars/webinars, training workshops, product
trials, sharing of best practices, holding of wood colleges, providing end-to-end handholding and
technical assistance to our clients – all free of cost. Additionally, we also arrange technical expertise
as requested on a fee-to-pay basis for reman and structural applications.

 

 

https://www.canadianwood.in/
tel:+912249221600
https://www.canadianwood.in/find-a-stockist/
https://www.canadianwood.in/wood-species/western-hemlock/
https://www.canadianwood.in/contact-us/offices/
https://www.facebook.com/canadianwoodindia/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCh9zF6vayQ_kOfacBA3wcjg
tel:+912249221600

